
 

                           

Workflows Part 2, Multi Phase Reviews 
Webinar Q&A 

 

Webinar: 19th January 2017 

 

Q: What type of access do SubReview reviewers have to the master review? 

A: SubReviews are independent of the master review, so normal rules apply, only 
those participants invited to the master review can access the master review. 

 

Q: Can you close or complete a master review if SubReviews are still open? 

A: Yes, it is possible to close a master review while the SubReview is still in 
progress, in the same way a review owner can close a review prior to participants 
having completed the review. 

 

Q: Outside of a SubReview owner are there any thoughts about reviewer being both 
in the master review and SubReview? 

A: There are no issues with a reviewer being a participant in both a master and 
SubReview, however they will need to be invited independently to both.  

Any comments and changes made in the SubReview will appear adjudicated by the 
SubReview owner who will then publish the accepted comments and changes to the 
master review, where they will appear as open comments and changes from the 
SubReview owner. 

 

Q: Is it possible for the Review Owner to set up a SubReview by request of the one 
of the main Reviewers? 

A: Only the review participants are able to set up a SubReview. A review owner 
cannot set up a SubReview on his/her own review.  

A new feature in PleaseReview 6.0 does allow review owners to put their 
participants into SubTeams. This new feature will be covered in a future tutorial. 

 

Q: Is it possible for the owner of the master review to see the input from 
SubReviews already while they are ongoing? 

A: Only those participating in a review can see any comments and changes within a 
review. The master review owner will only see the accepted comments and changes 
from the SubReview once they have been published to the master review. 

 



 

                           

Q: When an accepted change from the master review is published to the 
SubReview, is it marked as such? 

A: Yes, if you have the review options set to 'Auto update accepted changes from 
the master review' then these accepted updates will appear in the SubReview from 
the user 'Master Review'. 

 

Q: In a phased review does the completion of a SubReview impact the automatic 
progression of the main review? 

A: No, the automatic progression is based on the master review only. If automatic 
progression is set based on all participants having completed the review, then this 
will still be determined by the participant updating their status in the master review 
to 'Completed'. 

 


